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Abstract. Function-as-a-Service (FaaS), a key enabler of serverless computing,
has been proliferating, as it offers a cheap alternative for application development
and deployment. However, while offering many advantages, FaaS also poses new
challenges. In particular, most commercial FaaS providers still require users to
manually configure the memory allocated to the FaaS functions based on their
experience and knowledge. This often leads to suboptimal function performance
and higher execution costs. In this paper, we present a framework called MAFF
that automatically finds the optimal memory configurations for the FaaS functions
based on two optimization objectives: cost-only and balanced (balance between
cost and execution duration). Furthermore, MAFF self-adapts the memory configurations for the FaaS functions based on the changing function inputs or other
requirements, such as an increase in the number of requests. Moreover, we propose and implement different optimization algorithms for different objectives. We
demonstrate the functionality of MAFF on AWS Lambda by testing on four different categories of FaaS functions. Our results show that the suggested memory
configurations with the Linear algorithm achieve 90% accuracy with a speedup
of 2x compared to the other algorithms. Finally, we compare MAFF with two
popular memory optimization tools provided by AWS, i.e., AWS Compute Optimizer and AWS Lambda Power Tuning, and demonstrate how our framework
overcomes their limitations.
Keywords: serverless · cost optimization · memory optimization · duration optimization · Function-as-a-Service · memory allocation
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Introduction

In recent years, the popularity of serverless computing technology has been proliferating in different domains [13,26,18]. Cloud users profit from the automatic scalability,
faster deployments, and the possibility to outsource control and maintainability over the
underlying hardware infrastructure to the cloud service providers [28,17]. Function-asa-Service (FaaS) is a key enabler of serverless computing [29]. In FaaS, a serverless
application is decomposed into simple, standalone functions uploaded to a FaaS platform such as AWS Lambda, Google Cloud Function (GCF), and Azure Functions (AF)
for execution [28]. The pricing is charged based on the number of requests to the functions and the execution duration [10].
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However, while offering many advantages, FaaS faces some challenges that hinder its widespread adoption [11,16,27]. While most infrastructure management is abstracted away from the user, major commercial FaaS providers still require users to
manually configure the amount of function memory allocated to the FaaS function [29].
For most developers, this is often done by using their experience and knowledge, leading to suboptimal function performance and higher function execution costs. Furthermore, the cost of the FaaS function depends on the execution duration of the code and
assigning the smallest or random memory can be considered as an anti-pattern [10,22,15].
Thus, the user has to do a trade-off analysis between them to define the suitable configuration for their required SLOs [29], and it’s not trivial to find the optimal configuration
where the overall cost and execution duration are both optimal.
The importance of optimizing memory configuration for the FaaS functions has already been described in various scientific works and implemented in practice [3,30].
However, the existing tools are either only implemented to be actively invoking the
analyzed functions [12] or require functions to have specific settings and execution frequency to be able to provide the result [9]. To this end, we develop MAFF (Memory
Allocation Framework for FaaS functions), a python-based framework for automatically finding the optimal memory configurations for the FaaS functions. It is implemented in two execution modes – active and passive, depending on the way of how the
function execution information is received. Our key contributions are as follows:
– We develop and present a framework called MAFF that automatically finds the
optimal memory configurations for the FaaS functions (§3). Furthermore, it automatically self-adapts the memory configurations for the FaaS functions based on a
change in the function input or other user requirements.
– We propose and implement three optimization algorithms – Linear, Binary, and
Gradient Descent, for the minimum cost optimization objective, and two optimization algorithms – Optimization value, and Duration Change, for the balanced (balance between cost and execution duration) objective (§2).
– Although our approach is generic and MAFF can be easily extended to support
other commercial and open-source FaaS platforms, we demonstrate the functionality of MAFF with AWS Lambda (§5) on four FaaS functions.
– We compare MAFF with other existing memory optimization tools: AWS Lambda
Power Tuning [12] and AWS Compute Optimizer [9].

2

Methodology

According to business requirements, there are different optimization objectives when
using FaaS functions. For example, it is essential to ensure a quick function execution
in some cases. In other, the balance between the function’s execution and the cost plays
a more significant role. Therefore, we have considered two optimization goals:
– Cost-only: In this case, the users’ primary goal is to minimize the cost of the function execution even if the duration is not the lowest.
– Balanced: It finds the balance between the cost and execution duration of the function. Here the goal is to find the best possible performance for a fair cost.
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Algorithm 1: Linear Algorithm
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Input: start mem, step size, threshold count, function
Output: min cost mem
step count = 0, dur1 = getDuration(function, start mem);
// get the duration
min cost mem = start mem, min cost dur = dur1;
for step count ≤ threshold count do
old cost = (dur1 × start mem);
new mem = start mem + step size;
dur2 = getDuration(function, new mem);
new cost = (dur2 × new mem);
if new cost > old cost then
min cost = min cost mem × min cost dur;
if old cost ≤ min cost then
min cost mem = start mem;
min cost dur = dur1;
else
step count += 1;
end
end
dur1 = dur2, start mem = new mem;
end
return min cost mem ;
// return the min cost memory

In the scope of this work, we developed multiple algorithms for each of the optimization goals. In the following subsections, we describe each of the algorithms.
2.1

Cost Optimization

Linear Algorithm: The main idea behind this algorithm is to continuously increase
the memory allocated to the function linearly and calculate the cost for each memory
configuration until a memory sweet spot is found where the optimization goal, i.e., the
cost, is minimum. The pseudocode for this algorithm is shown in the Algorithm 1.
By default, it starts at the minimum memory configuration possible in AWS - 128MB
(min mem) and increases the allocated memory with a pre-defined step size of 128MB
(step size). Firstly, the memory of the function is set to min mem and then the execution
duration of the function at that memory is determined (Line 1). We further determine
the cost by multiplying the allocated memory and execution duration at min mem, since
the cost is directly proportional to them [10] (Line 4). We then continuously increase
the function’s memory by step size (Line 5) and determine the new execution duration
of the function at that memory, and then the cost (Lines 6-7). If the cost with the new
memory configuration is smaller than the previous one, the algorithm moves to the next
memory iteration (Line 16). If not (Lines 8-15), the previous memory point is a minimal
cost point, and the algorithm stops. However, in such a case, the algorithm could stop
in the local minima. Thus, the additional logic of overcoming the local minima was
added. The algorithm does not stop execution when the first local minima is found, but
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continues for a few more iterations until a threshold (threshold count) is reached. The
higher the value of the threshold count, the more precise result can be delivered, but at
the same time, more iterations will be performed.
Furthermore, typically the cost of the Lambda function stays the same with minor fluctuations until some memory level, after which it starts increasing almost linearly [20]. Following the Pareto optimization principle, when two memory configurations have the exact cost, a memory with the bigger value is selected, as it positively
affects the function’s execution duration.
Binary Algorithm: This algorithm is based on the classical binary search algorithm, which operates on a sorted list of numbers by iteratively comparing the searched
item to the middle element of the list and eliminating parts in which the searched element can not be found. The same principle is borrowed to create this algorithm.
For finding the optimal memory, this algorithm first calculates the execution cost
at the start and the middle memory configurations from the provided memory list. The
user can define the memory list; by default, it is the whole range of memory values
available on AWS (from 128MB to 10240MB) [6]. Suppose the cost at the start memory
configuration is lower than the middle memory configuration. In that case, the algorithm
continues execution on the left part of the memory array (from start to middle), otherwise on the right part. The stopping criteria for the algorithm is when the memory at
the start of the analyzed memory interval is equal to the memory in its middle, meaning
that the interval consists of only one value.
Gradient Descent Algorithm: This algorithm is based on the popular Gradient
Decent optimization algorithm in Machine Learning. The idea is to continue finding
the minimum of a metric by choosing the direction (left or right direction) towards the
minimum cost at each iteration until the minimum is reached.
In this algorithm, a random memory value from the provided memory list is selected
at which the cost metric is calculated along with the cost of its left neighbor. If the cost
of the neighbor is higher than the cost of the current point, the algorithm continues
execution on the right side of the current point (in the direction of decreasing cost,
otherwise on the left side. The minimum cost is also updated if the current cost is less
than the minimum cost.
The known issue with the Gradient Descent algorithm is that it can get stuck in the
local minimum [24]. To overcome this problem, an additional counter step count was
added. The counter step count is updated when a local minimum is reached. It is used
to control that the algorithm does not stop in the first minimum that it encounters but
continues execution until a threshold threshold count is reached. The neighbors of the
current memory configurations are found by the addition or subtraction of the memory
step size from the current memory value.
2.2

Balanced Optimization:

In the following paragraphs, we describe two algorithms for balanced optimization goal.
Optimization-Values-Based Algorithm: The first approach to finding such an
optimal point is to transform cost and execution duration into percentage format using
the maximum value of cost and duration, respectively. To avoid the exhaustive search of
finding maximum values [12], it is assumed that the function has maximum execution
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duration at the beginning of the memory list (mem con f ig list), i.e., 128MB and the
maximum cost at the end of the list, i.e., 10240MB. The assumption is based on the
fact that increasing the allocated resources does not negatively influence a function’s
performance, but make its execution faster [7,20] by having more underneath resources.
The algorithm starts analyzing memories starting from 128MB and increases memory allocated to the function with the defined memory step size. For each memory
configuration, the algorithm calculates a value called optimizationValue shown in the
Equation 1. Memory configuration having the lowest optimizationValue is selected as
the optimal memory spot with the balanced optimization goal. As part of Equation 1,
we introduce an additional parameter, α, by which the influence of duration and cost
on the final result can be adapted. The values of the parameter can range between 0
and 1. When α is equal to 0, the algorithm goal corresponds to the cost optimization,
and when the α is set to 1, it will be optimizing the duration. By default, the parameter
value equals 0.5, which means that both cost and duration are equally important, and a
balance between them needs to be found.
α × duration (1 − α) × cost
+
(1)
maxDuration
maxCost
where α is the coefficient for adjusting the influence of optimization variable (cost
or duration) on the final result, and the other variables are self-explanatory from their
names. The algorithm operates similarly to the Linear Algorithm, but uses optimizationValue as the optimization parameter. It also contains the logic of overcoming local
minimums, as explained in other algorithms.
Duration Change Algorithm: This algorithm is based on the fact that, the optimal memory spot for balanced optimization goal is a point after which any additional
memory increase does not provide any significant performance improvement [14]. So,
the idea of this algorithm for balanced optimization is to incrementally increase a function’s memory configurations until there is no significant improvement in its execution
duration. In other words, we need to find a vertex of a hyperbola, a point at which the
logarithmic curve of the function’s execution duration bends. This algorithm tries to
find a memory configuration after which the duration curve has flattened, and subsequent increases in memory will not significantly improve the function’s performance.
The algorithm operates similarly to the Linear algorithm. By default, the algorithm
starts with memory 128MB and compares execution duration at this point to the execution duration of the next point on the right side. The memory value of the right neighbor
is equal to the current memory plus the defined memory step size. If the duration of the
right neighbor is decreased by more than the defined change threshold percentage (γ),
the algorithm continues execution for the next iteration; otherwise, execution stops.
The default value of the γ is 10%, the higher the value, the closer the memory will be
selected to the hyperbola vertex.
optimizationValue =

3

MAFF Framework

In this section, we present MAFF (Memory Allocation Framework for FaaS functions), a python-based framework for automatically finding the optimal memory configurations for the FaaS functions according to the defined optimization goal.
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Fig. 1: High-level system architecture and workflow of MAFF

Figure 1 shows the high-level system architecture of MAFF, its components, and
the workflow between them. All the components are developed in Python and deployed
on AWS infrastructure. On the high level, there are two main approaches for executing MAFF – active and passive, differentiated by the method of how the function’s
execution information is gathered.
Active Approach: In the active approach, MAFF invokes function by itself. A short
execution log is returned synchronously after each execution. Blue lines in Figure 1
represent interactions between parties when using MAFF in the active approach. As
can be seen, as soon as a trigger event is received by the Functions Analyzer (§3.1)
including the optimization goal (step 1 ), it performs requests to the FaaS function to
find out its execution duration and cost at different memory configurations (step 2 ).
Then it collects execution logs and uses different algorithms described in §2 for finding
the optimal configuration (step 3 ). Once the configuration is found, it is then saved for
the function, and Functions Analyzer stops its execution.
Passive Approach: In the passive approach, MAFF does not send requests to the
analyzed function but relies on the real user’s traffic to receive information about the
function’s execution. In this case, MAFF observes CloudWatch logs, which are generated by the Lambda function, when users invoke it. The passive approach of MAFF is
developed for such scenarios, where it is not possible or not cost-efficient to actively invoke the Lambda function (e.g., if the function creates new products to the online store
or adds the users to the database). When executing MAFF in the passive approach, additional components such as Start Analysis Event, Functions Collector, Functions Queue,
are used. The flow of the passive MAFF approach is marked with the green lines in the
Figure 1 and starts automatically when the scheduled CloudWatch event containing optimization goal is triggered (step 2 ). This event is configured to invoke the Function
Collector Lambda function (step 3 ), which gathers Amazon Resource Names (ARNs)
of stack functions and adds them into an Amazon Simple Queue Service (SQS) queue
(step 4 ). Every new item in the queue is processed by Functions Analyzer Lambda for
finding the optimal memory configuration at the defined optimization goal (steps 5 -
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7 ). If Functions Analyzer can identify the optimal memory for the function, it adds a
record into the DynamoDB database to avoid unnecessary analysis in future iterations
(step 8 ). Notification Sender sends an email notification if the memory configurations
proposed by MAFF are significantly different from the initial configuration (step 9 ).
Both active and passive approaches can adapt memory of the analyzed function in
real-time on AWS Lambda as soon as the optimal memory configuration is found. Such
self-adaptive configuration is performed with the help of AWS SDK for Python (Boto3).
MAFF is a language-agnostic tool, and it can analyze any Lambda function, regardless
of the programming language used for source code.

3.1

MAFF Components

Internally, MAFF consists of several components, each of them is based on a specific
AWS service. In the following subsections, we describe its components in more detail.
Function Analyzer: This component contains the main logic of the MAFF and is
used in both active and passive approaches. In the active approach, Function Analyzer
sends requests to the function to generate execution logs at different memory configurations. In contrast, in the passive approach, it just reads all the function’s logs created
when users invoke the function. Further, it is responsible for analyzing those logs of the
function and selecting its optimal memory configuration based on the given optimization goal and the algorithms described in §2. Function Analyzer itself is deployed as a
Lambda function with 512MB memory and 10 minutes timeout. As input, it expects the
Amazon Resource Name (ARN) of the Lambda function to be analyzed.
Start Analysis Event: It is used to invoke MAFF in the passive approach. It is
implemented as a scheduled AWS CloudWatch event rule, which triggers an analysis
process based on the time interval specified by the user (e.g., every four hours).
Functions Collector: It is responsible for gathering ARNs of the functions which
belong to a CloudFormation stack and need to be analyzed. This component is also
implemented as a Lambda function with 512MB memory and 10 minutes timeout. As
input, this function receives the name of the CloudFormation stack.
Functions Queue: It stores the list of functions’ ARNs generated by Function
Collector before they are passed to Function Analyzer. It is implemented with Amazon
Simple Queue Service (SQS) and uses Function Analyzer as a Lambda trigger.
Analyzed Functions Storage: This component stores the past optimal memory
configurations of the functions found in the previous MAFF executions. It is implemented using the AWS DynamoDB database with function name as the primary key.
This component acts as the cache, and if the function optimal memory configuration
exists in the database, then the unnecessary iterations of the algorithm are avoided.
Notification Sender: It sends an email notification if the memory configurations
proposed by the MAFF are significantly different from the initial configuration. By
default, the notification will be sent if the memory selected by MAFF is four times
lower or higher than the initial one.
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Evaluation Settings

We test the proposed MAFF framework for FaaS functions deployed on AWS Lambda,
a popular serverless cloud platform. MAFF framework itself was deployed on AWS
lambda as described in §3.1. Each of the algorithms introduced in §2 are executed
5 times on each of four different benchmark functions (§4.1). We also describe the
evaluation scenarios conducted to evaluate MAFF (§4.2).

4.1

Benchmark Functions

In the evaluation, we have considered four types of functions. All of them are implemented in Python 3.8, which is one of the most popular languages used in AWS [28].
Moreover, each function was configured with a three-minute timeout, which allows
them to finish execution with any memory configuration.
CPU-Intensive Function: CPU intensive functions have a logarithmic dependency
between allocated memory and execution duration of the function [14]. For the test purposes of this work, a specimen CPU-bound function was created. It calculates tangent
and arctangent for the numbers between 0 and 87 .
I/O-Intensive Function: I/O function used in this work is based on a popular Linux
utility for the file operations - dd [23]. Using dd, an input file /dev/zero is copied to
an output file /tmp/out using 50 blocks, each of 512 bytes size. The file /dev/zero
represents an unlimited flow of null characters.
Memory-Intensive Function: Memory bound function used in this work consists
of a for-loop iterating from 0 to, 100000. Every iteration adds a number to the initially
empty array, thus slowly filling up the memory.
Network-Intensive Function: Here a large JSON file over the Internet is read.

4.2

Evaluation Scenarios

We design our experiments to answer the questions:
Q1. Optimal configuration finding efficiency : how efficient are the MAFF algorithms in finding the optimal memory configurations for various types of functions at
different optimization goals?
Q2. Optimal configuration finding accuracy: how accurate are the MAFF algorithms in finding the optimal memory configurations given the optimization goal?
Q3. Active vs passive approach: how do the two approaches in MAFF compare
against each other in terms of accuracy?

5

Results

In this section, we present the results of the evaluation scenarios described in §4.2.
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Fig. 2: The required number of iterations and the execution duration of the various algorithms for the cost optimization objective.

5.1

Q1. Optimal configuration finding efficiency

Algorithms are compared based on the number of iterations and time taken by them.
Cost Optimization: Figure 2a shows the number of iterations that each of the algorithms performed to identify optimal memory configuration with the cost optimization
as the minimization objective. For every function type, the Linear algorithm managed
to find a minimal cost point with the least number of iterations. The Binary algorithm,
in all cases, took the most steps to find a memory sweet spot. It can be explained by the
fact that memory points with minimal cost for all function types lay in the region 128MB
- 1280MB. But Binary algorithm was executed on the whole memory range (128MB 10240MB), which took more steps to narrow the search to the correct memory region.
For every function type, Gradient Descent required more steps than Linear algorithm
and less than Binary algorithm to find the optimal memory spot.
Additionally, from the Figure 2b showcasing the average execution duration of each
algorithm, one can observe that the Binary algorithm has the highest execution duration
for all function types. This also corresponds to the fact that this algorithm requires the
highest number of iterations to find an optimal memory configuration. Linear algorithm
performed better than the Gradient Descent in terms of the required iterations. However,
Gradient Descent algorithm outperformed the Linear one in terms of the execution
duration. For all the functions, Gradient Descent has the shortest execution duration.
Binary algorithm shows the worst results; however, it can be explained by the fact
that optimal memory configuration was located closer to the beginning of the memory
interval. Thus, as the interval for the algorithm execution was wide (128MB-10240MB),
it took many iterations for the algorithm to find the optimal memory configuration.
Balanced Optimization: As it can be seen from Figure 3a, in general Duration
Change algorithm requires fewer iterations to find the optimal memory configuration
compared to the Optimization Value algorithm. The Duration Change algorithm uses
the definition proposed by AWS, which says that the balance between cost and duration
is achieved at the memory, at which the duration curve of the function bends [14]. In
the Optimization Value algorithm, it is assumed that the balance point of the function is
such at which minimal duration can be achieved for the smallest cost, following Equa-
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Fig. 4: Changes in different metrics with the iterations of the three algorithms for balanced optimization objective concerning the CPU benchmark.

tion 1. This algorithm usually selects the higher memory values (on the right side of
the duration curve’s knee). From Figure 3b, showing the average execution duration of
both algorithms, one can observe that, for all function types, the Optimization Value algorithm required more time than the Duration Change algorithm, which is proportional
to the number of iterations required by them.
Furthermore, Figure 4 shows how different parameters (cost, execution duration,
and cost) behave for the CPU benchmark function when executed for the two algorithms
with the balanced optimization objective. The resulting optimal configuration for each
case is highlighted in all the three sub-figures.
5.2

Q2. Optimal configuration finding accuracy

As the duration and cost profiles of every test function are known, optimal memory intervals for each of them are calculated manually (displayed under optimal in Table 1).
Thus, if the algorithm managed to find the memory in the optimal interval, its result is
assumed to be correct. However, in the case of balanced optimization objective, estimating the correctness of the algorithms is more challenging as there is no clear definition
of the term ”optimal memory spot”. Therefore, we only show accuracy measures for
cost and duration optimization objectives in the below paragraphs.
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Table 1: Memory configurations selected for the cost optimization objective.
Function Type Optimal (in MB) Linear (in MB) Binary (in MB) GD (in MB)
CPU-Intensive
I/O-Intensive
Memory-Intensive
Network-Intensive

<1280
< 1280
< 1152
< 256

845
794
947
154

1047
2071
1723
130

900
767
973
370

Cost Optimization: To evaluate the correctness of algorithms, the average result
of their five executions for every benchmark function was calculated and compared to
the correct memory intervals. Due to the variability of a cloud environment and lack of
user control over it, it is hard to predict the exact memory configurations with which
function will be executed with the lowest cost. Thus, based on the data received from
the function’s profiles (§4.1), optimal memory interval is defined as an interval in which
the optimal memory spot can be located. The second column in Table 1 specifies the
optimal memory interval for every function type. The next columns show average memory levels selected by each algorithm. If the selected memory level by the algorithm is
inside the correct interval, we consider its result to be correct, and the corresponding
table cell is marked green. Otherwise, the result is wrong and marked red.
For all function types, the Linear algorithm output results in the correct memory
interval. Binary and Gradient Descent algorithms managed to find optimal memory
configurations for two and three functions, respectively. To better evaluate the accuracy
of the algorithms for the cost optimization objective, we conducted an experiment where
each algorithm was executed five times for each of the four example functions, so there
are twenty executions in total. The experiment concluded that, Linear algorithm has the
highest accuracy - 95%, Gradient Descent - 85%, and Binary - 55%.
5.3

Q3. Active vs passive approach

As part of this evaluation, we only discuss the results of the balanced optimization goal
deployed with the Duration Change algorithm. Figure 5 shows the scheme of execution MAFF in the passive approach used as part of this work for evaluation. Four test
functions (CPU-, I/O-, memory- and network-intensive) were deployed in one CloudFormation stack and invoked every 5 minutes by a scheduled CloudWatch Event (Event
A). This event was used to simulate user invocations. After each execution, corresponding log data was generated and stored in the CloudWatch service. In parallel to that,
the analysis process for finding optimal memory configuration was also executed. The
process was triggered by another CloudWatch scheduled event (Event B) with 30 minutes intervals. Thus, there were six function executions between every analysis round.
Event B was configured to invoke the Function Collector Lambda function, which gathered ARNs of stack functions and added them into the SQS queue. Every new item in
the queue was processed by Analyzer Lambda, which evaluated execution logs of the
corresponding function. If Analyzer could identify the optimal memory for the function, it added a record into the DynamoDB database to avoid unnecessary analysis in
future iterations. The whole experiment lasted for 6 hours, during which every of the
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Fig. 5: Scheme of experiment on MAFF in passive approach.

test functions was executed 72 times and the analyzer function 12 times. It was enough
to find optimal memories for all functions in the stack. As expected (Table 2), memory
values selected by both approaches are quite similar, with some minor differences due
to fluctuations in the value of the function’s execution duration.

6

Comparison to Analogs

In this section, MAFF was compared to two popular resource optimization tools: AWS
Compute Optimizer (ACO) [9] and AWS Lambda Power Tuning (ALPT) [12]. All experiments were performed on CPU-intensive function and the optimization objective
was set to cost for MAFF and ALPT. MAFF was configured to use Linear algorithm
for active and passive approaches. Optimization goal cannot be selected for ACO.
Table 2 shows a comparison between MAFF in active and passive approaches to
its two analogs. Optimal memory suggested by the tools is quite different, but for both
MAFF approaches and ALPT, the resulting value lies in the correct memory interval defined in §4.1. Memory suggested by ACO is below the defined interval (initial memory
was set to 128MB). ACO has the most strict requirements for its execution than all other
tools. There must be at least 50 function invocations in the last 14 days, and memory
allocated to the function must not be higher than 1792MB [9]. For MAFF in the passive
approach, the algorithm should have enough log values to perform analysis, and the
number can vary depending on the function.
Execution duration for MAFF (active approach) and ALPT are similar - around 3
minutes per analysis. ACO can take up to 12 hours to find an optimal memory value.
MAFF (passive approach) requires only 12 seconds for execution, on the condition that
enough log values are provided. ALPT uses exhaustive search to identify optimal mem-
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Table 2: Comparison of MAFF to its analogs
M-Active M-Passive ACO
Suggested Memory
Requirements

845
None

896
approx. 20
function’s
invocations
Duration of Analysis 3 min 16 11 sec
sec
Cost
0.0025
0.0012
Automatic Value Setup Yes
Yes
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ALPT

160
1024
minimum 50 invo- None
cations, less than
1792MB allocated
up to 12 hours
2 min 30 sec
0
No

0.0131
Yes

ory level for a cost, or execution duration. By default, this tool will need to perform at
least 225 requests to the function to identify the optimal memory point. AWS Compute
Optimizer is provided free of charge, while other optimization tools incur additional
costs. The cost per analysis provided in this table can vary depending on the analyzed
function and amount of steps the algorithm needs to perform, but in general, MAFF in
both approaches is cost-efficient than the others.
While performing experiments on AWS Compute Optimizer, an interesting behavior of the tool was observed. To demonstrate it, a CPU-intensive function was deployed
on four separate Lambda instances in eu-central-1 AWS region. Each of the functions
was allocated different memories: 128MB, 256MB, 512MB, and 1024MB invoked every 5
minutes by the scheduled CloudWatch Event [8]. It was expected that the tool would
suggest one optimal memory for the CPU-intensive function regardless of the initial
memory level with which the function was created, as the application logic and workload for all functions is the same. However, after 12 hours of the experiment, AWS
Compute Optimizer suggested different memories for each of the functions. Figure 6
shows the memory values proposed by Compute Optimizer for each function. For all
of them, the tool recommended increasing memory value. Thus, the tool does not suggest the optimal memory configurations but relies on the initial memory allocated and
increases them always.

7

Related Work

With the advent of serverless computing, there is a significant amount of research aimed
at optimizing cloud computing resource utilization [4,3,12,21]. There has been some
work on the performance profiling of various FaaS platforms. Wang et al. [28] performed an in-depth study of resource management and performance isolation with three
popular serverless computing providers: AWS Lambda, Azure Functions, and Google
Cloud Functions. Their analysis demonstrates a reasonable difference in performance
between the FaaS platforms. Furthermore, Shahrad et al. [25] studied the architectural
implications of serverless computing and pointed out that the short function runtimes
hamper exploitation of system architectural features like temporal locality and reuse
in FaaS. Chadha et al. [14] examine the underlying processor architectures for Google
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Fig. 6: Experiment on AWS Compute Optimizer showcasing wrong optimal memory
suggested for the same function allocated with different initial memory configurations.

Cloud Functions (GCF) and determine the optimization of FaaS functions using Numba
can improve performance by and save costs on average.
Furthermore, a significant number of research works aim to optimize the memory
and cost for the FaaS functions. COSE [3] framework finds the optimal configurations
for a FaaS function using the Bayesian Optimization algorithm while minimizing the
total cost of execution. It models the behavior of a function and the environment (cloud,
edge) in which those functions are deployed. However, they optimized based on cost
only, does not guarantee the accuracy of the process, and can only be used in active
mode. Bayesian Optimization was also used in CherryPick [5] tool for creating performance models for different cloud applications. The system provides 45-90% accuracy
in finding optimal configurations and decreases cost up to 25%. But, they focused on
traditional cloud applications. Another framework, Astra [19], is designed to optimize
FaaS function configurations for specifically map-reduce usecase.
Google has developed a recommendation system to help the users choose the optimal virtual machine (VM) type [1]. It currently does not support Google Cloud Functions. As discussed in §6, AWS Compute Optimizer [2] can only be executed for the
functions whose allocated memory level is less or equal to 1792MB and invoked at least
50 times in the last two weeks. AWS Lambda Power Tuning [12] tool uses exhaustive
search to identify optimal memory level for a cost or execution duration. AWS Lambda
Power Tuning is quite similar to MAFF in terms of lack of requirements, quick analysis
time, and the possibility to set up recommended memory automatically. But users can
use the AWS Lambda Power Tuning tool only in active mode, which can be impossible
or not recommended for some business scenarios. Thus, the MAFF tool developed in
this work outperforms AWS Compute Optimizer in the time required for the analysis,
and provides a possibility to execute the tool in the passive approach.
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None of the aforementioned research efforts address the issue of automatically configuring the optimal memory of FaaS functions from different objectives. The proposed
tool MAFF fills that gap.

8

Conclusion

Serverless computing has abstracted most cloud server management decisions away
from the users but configuring the memory of FaaS functions: a low-level configuration, which directly influences the performance and cost of the FaaS functions, is still
left up to the users. To solve this problem, we introduced MAFF1 to find optimal memory configuration for the FaaS function based on two optimization objectives: cost, and
balanced (§2). For cost objective, it was possible to achieve 90% of accuracy using
the Linear algorithm with at least two times smaller number of steps as compared to
others. For achieving the balanced optimization goal, Optimization Value and Duration Change algorithms were used. We further introduced two different approaches for
performing memory optimization - active and passive, differs based on the method of
collecting the functions execution logs (§3). We also showcase MAFF advantages over
the others in terms of cost and finding the optimal memory configurations (§6).
In the future, we plan to extend MAFF with other public serverless compute providers.
Adding the functionality of tracking updates in the program code of the analyzed function is another prospect.
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